
Sanako Lab 100
Lab 100 is a unique digital language teaching solution 
which requires only a teacher computer. Students are 
equipped with digital recorder units that are easy to 
operate, and which allow them to participate in a 
number of stimulating learning activities, either alone, 
or in groups or pairs. Pre-set activities such as phone 
conversation and listening comprehension make it 
easy for the teacher to develop lessons. The Lab 100 
offers tools that will keep your students motivated and 
excited while they acquire the language skills they 
need to develop both personally and professionally. 
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KEEP STUDENTS ENGAGED
Traditional classroom teaching has usually offered interaction 
between the teacher and only one student at a time, leaving 
the rest of the class idle and often uninvolved in the learning 
activity. Lab 100 provides language-learning activities and 
exercises to keep all students actively engaged.

DEVELOP STUDENTS’ LANGUAGE SKILLS
With its exceptional audio quality, Sanako Lab 100 offers 
students the opportunity to develop their foreign language 
skills in an environment that is entertaining and stimulating,
 and promotes effective language acquisition.

Sanako Lab 100
–  Easy and Effective 
Language Lab
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other files to the web* for students to 
access online. By making classroom 
and home study material available on 
the Internet, teachers can more easily 
integrate classroom learning with 
independent study, giving students 
access to their learning material 
anytime, anywhere.

*School must have web server or 
access to web server to support
files.

SPECIALIZED APPLICATIONS

Sanako has extended the range of 
capabilities of Lab 100 by introducing 
Sanako Lab 100 Cart . With the Cart 
solution, teachers can effortlessly 
transform any space into a full-
featured mobile Lab. 

VERSATILITY MEETS 
HIGH PERFORMANCE

With its easy-to-use student digital 
recorder units and a teacher PC, 
Sanako Lab 100 is scaleable and 
versatile. It’s the ideal solution 
for schools looking for a language 
teaching solution that makes use of 
multiple digital and analog audio 
sources to create a wide range of 
learning activities.

PODCASTING

The Sanako Lab 100 includes a 
podcasting feature to help teachers 
make more digital learning material 
available to students. The solution 
allows teachers to easily upload 
digitized or existing MP3 material or 

PRACTICAL TOOLS

for developing Language Skills
• Expose students to authentic language examples using diverse audio sources
• Guide and monitor students individually, or in groups or pairs
• Encourage student enrollment in language courses with stimulating programs
• Help students focus on comprehension and fluency of speech
• Enrich lesson content by accessing digital and Internet resources

Set up a language lab within 5 
minutes. Anywhere, anytime!

Available as an extension module, 
the Simultaneous Interpretation 
Training System (STS) was developed 
especially for the demanding field 
of professional interpreter training. 
It provides educators with digital 
recordings of student interpretations. 
Reviewing these long-lasting 
recordings helps tutors and students 
identify and correct weaknesses in 
their interpreting techniques to more 
effectively improve their skills. The 
collected recordings are also essential 
for research in the related field of 
Translation Studies.  

“This lab has so much to offer! 
Being able to replay their 
individual work is an incredible 
tool to help the students 
improve their pronunciation. 
And their listening skills have 
improved dramatically.” 

Global Language Teaching Staff, 
Robbinsdale Cooper High School, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA

• Simple, compact, robust - low maintenance requirement
• Installed in a small space, no special furniture, student computers or 
 dedicated classroom needed
• Economical alternative to a full PC-lab
• Scaleable system accommodates up to 60 students
• Automatically converts analog material to digital format
• Facilitates student testing – AP® exam* (in the United States), grading, 
 quizzes, recorded response

Sanako Lab 100 Cart

Sanako Lab 100 teacher interface

Sanako Lab 100 User Audio Panel
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ABOUT SANAKO CORPORATION

Sanako is the global leader in developing tutor led language teaching software and language 
labs for the educational sector. We have worked closely with our customers for over 50 years 
towards a single goal: to enable better comprehension, speaking and communication skills 
for language learners. Satisfied customers in over 100 countries and over 30,000 classroom 
installations worldwide are proof of our dedication to delivering customer value. 

Sanako is a Microsoft® Certified Partner, a WorldDidac Quality Charter Member and a 
corporate member of the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE®). 

Sanako Corporation is a global organization employing professionals on four continents. 
Sanako’s headquarters is located in Finland. Our network of over 200 partners worldwide 
ensures we are always close to our customers.
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